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In kindergarten designer Philip Caggiano was called to his principal’s
office for possessing a stack of dollar bills ($100 worth). The five-yearold student was busted for selling customized Match-Box cars at Catholic
school for $1 apiece—essentially detouring his classmate’s milk money.
This ambitious episode (souping up toy supercars) was his design
baptism, his first business venture.
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Philip Caggiano, CEO of the eponymous modern furniture collection.

Caggiano parlayed that early training into a passion for cars.
Kindergarten was the ignition switch for his 25-year career as a supercar
refabricator, and ultimately, as current CEO of Bronxville, N.Y.-based
Philip Caggiano Ltd., his eponymous modern furniture collection
inspired by exotic luxury automobiles.
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F1 Carbon Fiber Lounge is designed to contour to the body. It’s inspired by the speed and sleekness of the racetrack.

Aptly, much of his modern design inspiration comes while driving his
own custom 1970 Mustang Mach 1 or 1966 Shelby GT350R on the local
expressway—fast, of course. But don’t tell anyone or else he’ll get busted
again, unless he’s on an official racetrack.

Caggiano conceives some of his inspired pieces while driving his custom 1970 Mustang Mach 1—fast.
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“I conceptualized my Slyde Lounge chair [while] driving 160 mph in a
1965 Ford GT race car at Sebring,” says Caggiano. Slyde Lounge (with its
kiln-fired poplar and birch bucket support) is designed to emulate the
rush you get while dropping into the low seat of a 1966 Ford GT 40 race
car. Sure, it takes some effort to exit, but few people would ever want to.

The Slyde Lounge chair features a kiln-fired poplar and birch bucket seat designed to emulate the low seat of a 1966 Ford
GT 40 race car.

The Slyde Lounge chair is inspired by the Ford GT40.

The turbo-charged Philip Caggiano collection offers sleek and
customized chairs, sofas, lounges, consoles, and rockers (which he calls
“functional art” pieces)—all inspired by the timeless design and
engineering of multimillion-dollar race cars and limited edition
supercars he used to expertly refurbish.

Xosted Lounge chair glistens in a high-polish finish.

Retailing from $4,995 to $80,000 (with a median range of $7,500 to
$15,000), the collection targets those with deep pockets and big
ambition—chiefly design enthusiasts, tech entrepreneurs, CEOs, and
aficionados of exotic and vintage cars, private planes, race boats, and
custom timepieces.

Magnum Lounge chair features distressed leather, open arm rest, and Smith & Wesson bullet motif.

“It all started as an experiment to see if I can take everything that
inspires me, my craft and comprehensive skill set to create one-of-a-kind
furniture I think is cool, modern and bespoke,” says Caggiano. “My goal
was to create pragmatic sculpture that challenges the distinction of
furniture and sculpture—something that can be considered artistic yet
more user friendly and attainable to clients with affluent tastes for
bespoke luxury.”

The Rosewood Console elegantly adorns any contemporary or traditional space.

Philip Caggiano furniture is crafted from premium materials often seen
under a supercar’s hood or over its chassis—carbon fiber, stainless steel,
aluminum, bronze, leather, exotic woods, brass, even precious stone.
Caggiano designs in-house and locally sources materials made in the
USA, except for leathers which originate from Austrian and Italian
tanneries. He strictly forbids using Asian materials or synthetic textiles.

The Mulliner Sofa features motorized trays, kiln-dried hardwoods, and leathers from Poltrano Frau, Edelman, and
Spinneybeck.

“The mechanical aspect of automotive plays a key role in how I
incorporate materials and usage into an object of furniture,” says
Caggiano.

Lamborghini Miura interior

Philip Caggiano Collection
Xosted Lounge is a chair curated from stainless steel exhaust pipe tubing
that replicates custom-built exhaust systems. Daytona Lounge is
inspired by the seat pattern of the Ferrari Daytona Coupe 1971—boasting
hand-waxed whisky brown leather (imported from Italy), Alcoa AA +0.00%
aluminum, and a mid-century modern finish.

Philip Caggiano’s magnum opus, the Xosted Lounge chair.

Mid-century modern Daytona Lounge Chair in hand-waxed brown leather.

F1 Carbon Fiber Lounge is designed to contour to the body like a glove,
inspired by the speed and sleekness of the racetrack and customized to
match any color palette. The Chaise Me lounge chair (hand-stitched and
sewn from Poltrano Frau Ferrari Nero black leather) combines the
sinuous curve of a 1960s Bizzarini 5300 GT Strada, the tactile touch of
Hermès strap, and the hood of vintage Italian race cars. Razor Rocker (a
kid’s rocking chair) draws from the wheels of motion and the freedom of
child play.

The Chaise Me lounge chair boasts sinuous curves reminiscent of the Bizzarini 5300 GT Strada from the 1960s.

Razor Rocker draws influence from the wheels of motion and the freedom of an active child at play.

This isn’t grandpa’s armchair or grandma’s rocking chair. Like those
high-performance driving machines, Philip Caggiano Ltd.’s furniture
undergoes rigorous detailing to achieve higher standards in aesthetics,
precision, mechanics, and comfort.
For example, his magnum opus, the Xosted Lounge chairs and side
tables are forged from reclaimed S304 stainless steel exhaust pipe that
requires a minimum of 300 hours of hand polishing for its mirrored
finish.

Xosted Lounge console

Automotive inspiration for Xosted Lounge chair and console

Caggiano often plays with reflections and refractions of light. He
compounds shapes and stacks them to create “visual drama” in a
finished artistic and functional piece. “I couldn’t justify [designing]
something that was beautiful and not being able to use it,” he says.
“That’s like having a Lamborghini Miura SV parked in your living room
and not being able to start it up and drive it. Why bother? Go buy a
painting instead.”

Profile of Xosted Lounge chair.

Profile of Chaise Me Lounge chair with unique back strap

Profile of F1 Carbon Fiber Lounge Chair

Caggiano is keenly aware one rarely views a car from the front unless it’s
standing still. Unlike a painting, the best vantage point is from the side.
“I focus the perspective view and side profile in a lot of my work because
when one looks at a 1957 Ferrari Testarossa the most amazing
proportions of the design are the side profile,” says Caggiano. “It
identifies the sexiness of the shape and usually becomes the most
identifiable portion of the design. The same holds true with a lot of my
work, especially the chairs. They look amazing in any room at any angle
but I feel viewing them by their perspective and profile truly embraces
the design [best].”

Caggiano’s Bronxville, N.Y. showroom featuring his 20th Century Table design.

Design DNA
Creativity is in Caggiano’s DNA. He’s an artistan, engineer, fabricator,
and even a former record producer with a rich music pedigree (his
cousins, grandparents, parents and brother all sing). His brother is the
lead guitarist/composer for the popular rock band Volbeat (for whom
Caggiano designed an ultra modern rock guitar). As a designer, it pays to
have a keen eye and ear—whether it’s etched glass, an E-minor chord or
combustion engines.

Philip Caggiano refabricated luxury supercars for private clients before launching his modern design furniture collection.
Here’s a $3 million Lamborghini Miura SV he re-engineered.

Although he began customizing cars at 13, Caggiano later studied to
become a venture capitalist before switching gears to rediscover his true
calling—one could call it his fast lane. He designed proprietary highperformance car products and electronic software management
alongside custom-built exotic supercars and professional race cars—
specializing in Ferrari, Bugatti, Porsche , Lamborghini, Jaguar, Bentley,
Aston Martin, etc.

Magnum Lounge chair in contemporary space.

Kindergarten aside, Caggiano had no formal car design training, much
like his idol—race car driver/car builder Carol Shelby who created the
Cobra 427, Daytona Coupe, and Mustang GT500. Caggiano’s work is
also influenced by modernist architects and designers like Ron Arad,
Marc Newson, Zaha Hadid and Jeff Koons.

The curiously modern Spike Coffee Table.

He became a modern furniture designer by necessity when he couldn’t
find a carbon fiber chair to his liking. This begat the F1 Carbon Fiber
Lounge Chair. But the collection isn’t all ultra modern. His 20th Century
Table and Harley Lounge are slightly retro, complementing both
traditional or contemporary spaces. Harley Lounge is a chair crafted in
olive greens and burnished leathers reminiscent of the British racing
scene or the purr of the 1956 Jaguar XKSS—all inspired by Steve
McQueen “slicing up the road on his vintage WW2 motorbike.”

Harley Lounge is a sling chair inspired by Steve McQueen, vintage motorbikes, and speed itself.

Detailed closeup of handcrafted Harley Lounge chair in olive green with burnished leather seat.

Caggiano strips down old design conventions to their core, rebuilding
fresh, customized concepts. At heart, he’s still that tinkering Match-Box
Kid—only this time he’s sitting on modern functional chairs instead of a
kindergarten hot seat.

F1 Carbon Fiber Lounge Chair in gloss black emulates the sleekness of some of the world’s most exotic cars.

“I took this concept and really figured out how to achieve a very sleek
modern aesthetic but also to incorporate functional use in everything I
create. Many people think my chairs are uncomfortable until they visit
my showroom and [witness] how amazing each piece feels due to my
engineering approach and design execution.”

Caggiano driving his 600+ hp Mustang Mach 1, a vehicle of powerful inspiration.

In other words, take this furniture for a spin first. Just check the
rearview mirror. The fuzz might be gaining on you. Or even worse, you’ll
be called to the principal’s office.
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